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The purpose of link building is not only getting back links for your site but also about building
credibility of your site on the web.build link in the way that leads to recognition and reputation of
your site over a period of time. These are not just any links, but the ones that mean something
should be related to your niche and have some credibility of their own. Creating relationships within
their niche market is important for traditional offline stores, the same is true for an online venture.
You can build your online business with link building to increase credibility.

Here are some tips to help you build your credibility online with link building.

Keep in mind when you build link that people want to show a real organization and They want to
deal with trustworthy and honest people stand behind your site. Try to put authority information on
your site such as Testimonial: testimonials are a best way to help build credibility, Affiliations /
Partnerships: borrow credibility from one of your suppliers - probably not relevant, Client List: borrow
credibility from one of your clients - if you do work for a recognizable name put it on your website,
Security Policy: if you are taking money on line peoples want to know this, Case Studies: like a
testimonial but with measurable results, Certifications: certified adds trust and credibility and avoid
errors that looses credibility like under-construction site, have broken links, bad grammar and
spelling, lot of ads or pages that do not display correctly (improve page loading time).

A good way marketing technique for new and unknown site is to participating in the community
around your topic. For example: Interact and contribute on blogs and forums. Most of forums sites
are allow to your website URL sooner or later when you register in it.When you become active and
start building relationships with members, you can direct them to your website. Avoid to soliciting or
spamming for your site on blogs and forums but contribute in a positive way.post or answer useful,
unique and compelling content that lets your expertise shines and people will want to recommend it
to others. You can building a reputation in this way so that people keep on visiting it and linking to it.

You can building credibility through providing a solution of issues or problems your users might
encounter. For example: publishing a video or a practical tool, or a short tutorial so that visitor are
likely to appreciate your site and continually link to it over time. Also, Try to responding as quickly as
possible - whether that is by responding to your forum post, replying to your tweet, commenting on
your blog, or however else they choose to contact you. Survey or original research results about
your topic can serve the same purpose, if they turn out to be useful for the target audience. This can
help you build valuable high quality link and followers who generate direct traffic.
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